Using the recent data on Bi -@ mixing we establish constraints on the al--.. lowed values of the standard model parameters mt, 81s and 6. The allowed range is inconsistent with the Stech scheme for the quark mass matrices. For almost all _ allowed values of the parameters, the Fritzsch form of the mass matrices is also -excluded. Only in the unlikely event that the experimental and theoretical quan---tities Xd, m,/ma, $23, BK and f~ assume extreme values within their allowed ranges, a set of parameters exists which is consistent with all data and with the Fritzsch scheme. We then obtain the unique solution mt -85 GeV, sin013 -0.0035, 6loo", yielding P (b + r&e) /I'(b -+ &tie) -0.01, maximal Bz -Bi mixing, relatively small E'/E and BR(K --+ zrvp) -1 x lo-lo.
The quark sector of the three-generation standard model contains ten independent parameters: six quark masses, three mixing angles and one Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) ph ase. Future theories may lead to a calculation of these parameters or at least to relations among them.
Seven of the ten parameters are reasonably well determined: the masses of the first five quarks and the mixing angles tJ 12 and 02s. For the remaining three parameters mt, 01s and 6, we have fairly weak bounds. met: Bi -Bi mixing is at the lowest level allowed by the error quoted by the ARGUS experiment; the B-meson decay constant is approximately 0.2 GeV (at the top of its "reasonable" range); the hadronic factor BK in the expression for the CP violating parameter c obeys BK -1; the ratio m,/mb is around 0.022 (e.g. m, = 120 MeV, n2b = 5.4 GeV); the value of the mixing angle 623 is at --the top of its allowed range. Only if all of these constraints are simultaneously fulfilled, the Fritzch matrix will remain consistent with the data. In such a case, 2 we have mt -85 GeV; s13--0.0035; 6 -100" and the phases of the Fritzsch matrix must be close to the ones suggested by Shin.
We also comment on several consequences of these results for other experimental quantities.
In our analysis we use a choice of mixing angles based on the combined work of Maiani6, Wolfenstein 7, Chau and Keung' and others. We follow the notation and the precise form of this matrix as given by Harari and Leurerg. For the purpose of the analysis presented here it is sufficient to neglect corrections of order 6i"i and to assume cos 012 = cost923 = ~0~01s = 1. The resulting form of the mixing matrix is:
. .
-'I
Where sii E sin 8ij.
We have the following direct information on the three angles: be used and we have allowed for fairly generous errors. In some cases we will need to use the product r&s.
Since the errors on ~23 contain the errors on Q,, the product has smaller errors than si3 alone. We obtain:
?&3 = (3.25 f-1.10) x 10' GeV-l. 3 ._ (ii;) The only direct limit on sis is obtained from the experimental boundll:
In order to minimize the ambiguities which are due to the b-quark mass, we use the ratio q = 2 rather than using ~13. For the values of mb and m, listed above, we obtain sis 5 0.011 and:
The direct lower experimental bound on mt is still 23 GeV. A recent combined analysis of all measurements of sin2 8~ showed12 that the standard model radiative corrections are consistent with the data only if mt 5 180 GeV. We therefore consider only the range 23 GeV 5 mt 5 180 GeV.
_'
At present, there are only two additional experiments which can help us to further limit the above parameters and establish bounds on the KM-phase 6.
These are the value of E = 2.3 x 10m3 in the K" -K" system and the new . . -measurement5 of the Bj -Bs mixing parameter rd = 0.21 f 0.08. Each of these two parameters depends on mt, 01s and 6 as well as on several theoretical parameters. In both cases we-can use the data in order to exclude certain ranges -.of the parameters.
---
The results of the first part of our analysis are similar to those recently obtained by several groups of authors 13. We therefore do not give here all the details of the analysis, but quote the assumptions and the main results.
We use the following expression14 for E:
W-here: The Bs -Bs mixing paramater rd is related to Xd = y by the following relation:
-The-expression for zd is13: . . --In addition to the previous parameters we now also use MB = 5.28 GeV; Vtb = ---1 ; r] = 0.85. Here v is, again, a QCD correction. We also have:
Note that the expression for Xd contains the combination r&s for which we use the value quoted earlier. We also have here two additional unknown parameters:
The B decay constant f~ and the hadronic parameter Bg which is analogous to --the usual BK mentioned above. Based on previous analysis13 we assume Bg -1 and f~ = 0.15 f 0.05.GeV. What we really use is B~fg = (0.15 f 0.05 GeV)2. 5 We can write:
where:
_-
We now use the experimental values E = 2.3 x 10Y3 and xd = 0.73 f 0.18
(corresponding to rd = 0.21 f 0.08) in order to limit further the allowed range of the three poorly determined parameters mt, sis and 6. We do it in the following way: In principle, we express the known quantities E/C and L&$/C' as functions of mt, srs,6. We select a value of mt and plot the two allowed curves for E/C
and Xd/C' on the q -6 plane. If the two curves intersect below the upper limit q < 0.22, the intersection point is an allowed solution for (mt, ~13,s).
-In practice, Xd has a large experimental error and C' has both a theoretical ambiguity and an experimental error. We therefore obtain a wide band rather . . given by the most extreme values assumed above for Xd, (B~fi), (q&). Note that the edge of the band corresponds to the very unlikely situation that all these --parameters simultaneously obtain their most extreme allowed values. For c/C, we produce a band whose width is determined by the allowed range of ~23 and m,. It is narrower than the Q/C band. However, we must repeat the analysis for several different values of BK in the usually accepted range.
The overlap regions of the two bands which also lie below q = 0.22 provide us with a conservative evaluation of the allowed range of mt, ~13, 6. There is no allowed region for any value of mt below 43 GeV. The central values 6 of the two bands meet in the allowed-region only for mt > 85 GeV. The lowest allowed value of q is obtained for the largest mt and is around 0.03 implying sis 2 0.0015. At that same mt value, 6 can be anywhere between 50" and 175".
On the other hand, for mt values around 50 -60 GeV, sis must be very close to 0.01 and 6 is between 100" and 165". Values near the boundaries of the two bands are improbable in the sense that they require all parameters to assume their extreme values simultaneously.
For lower values of BK, the c band corresponds to higher values of ,913 and the allowed region is substantially smaller. A sample of such results for BK = 0.4 is shown in figure 2 for mt = 65, 85 GeV.
It is easy to see from the figures that, for low mt values, the new information obtained from Bz -B$ mixing excludes a substantial part of the region which remained allowed by all previous experiments.
For larger mt values, the new data do not provide us with much new information.
Additional details of the above analysis will be presented elsewhere. The . . -'I results discussed so far are consistent with those of previous authors13.
Having established the allowed range for the parameters mt, sis and 6, we now proceed to consider the proposed relations among masses, angles and phases. -
We first note that all quark masses mentioned in our phenomenological analysis --up to now are essentially the "physical" masses. In QCD language, the quark masses are "running" parameters, defined only for a specific energy scale. The All relations involve only mass ratios, but we need the value of m, in order to derive mt from the ratio 2. We use the ~12, ~23 values quoted earlier.
One of the predictions of the Stech scheme is:
If we scan the entire range of all the relevant parameters, this gives mt(1 GeV) 5 72 GeV, leading to mt phys < 46 GeV. Our earlier analysis of the E and Xd data _ showed that even when all uncertainties were pushed to their limits, we obtained mfhys > 43 GeV .
-That means that the only remaining hope for the Stech . . scheme is to have mt -45 GeV. We may now use another prediction of the -'.
Stech scheme which restricts ~13 and 6. We obtain:
. qcoss Here we have eight real parameters and therefore two predictions for relations among masses, angles and phases.
The Fritzcsh form enables us to express the three angles and the KM-phase in terms of the six quark masses and the two arbitrary phases $1, C#Q which appear in the matrices. The relations are16:
The second of these four equations gives the bound:
Using the entire allowed range of the parameters, this leads to mt(1 GeV) 5
145 GeV which yields mt phye < 88 GeV. This bound for mt is valid only for _ the lowest allowed value of z and the highest allowed value of ~23, namely:
-$$-= 0.022; ~23 = 0.05. For other values, stronger bounds for mt are obtained.
We can now restrict our attention only to mt values below 88 GeV.
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For each such value of mt, we have already extracted (figure 1) the region in the q -6 plane which is allowed by all present data. Now we take the same mt value and find, in the same q -6 plane, the region allowed by the Fritzsch conditions. We again cover all allowed values of the various parameters. We find that for mphya values below 82 GeV there is no overlap between the allowed At this point one may take two different points of view: A.pessimist would say that the probability that all the experimental and theoretical parameters will eventually settle on their most extreme allowed values is very small and that it is therefore unlikely that the Fritzsch form of the mass matrix will survive. An optimist would argue that the Fritzsch scheme now provides us with a complete determination of all the parameters of the three-generation standard model and allows us to predict all the results of all future experiments which depend on these parameters. We leave it for the reader to decide which point of view is more likely to prevail.
The (unlikely) unique solution which we have obtained here leads to some interesting-consequences:
(i) Shin4 proposed that the two arbitrary phases of the Fritzsch matrices, & and 42, might have the simple values $1 = 90"; 42 = 0. We find that, with some effort, our unique Fritzsch solution can be consistent with this hypothesis. If, in addition to pushing all the above parameters to their extreme values, we also take the highest allowed value of srz (namely -0.223) and the lowest allowed values for E and 2, we find that for mt = 88 GeV,. sis = 0.003, 6 = 93" we can have a solution which is 11 consistent with the Fritzsch form, the Shin hypothesis and all the data.
This situation is even more unlikely but cannot be completely ruled out.
(ii) The low value sis -0.0035 suggests that it will be difficult to observe noncharmed b-decays and that their actual rates are a full order of magnitude below the present limits. It is therefore clear that any direct observation of b + u&g in the near future will eliminate our unlikely unique solution and will exclude the Fritzsch scheme (and the Shin hypothesis). (iv) ---Using our unique solution we can predict that Bi -B,O mixing is practically maximal. Assuming that MB, Bg, f~ and Tb are essentially the same for Bs and Bi, we find:
With our values, we must have Xd -0.55 and IV,,1 = 0.05; l&l = 0.011.
Censequently, we find x8 -11 and re = & = 0.98. Note, however, that (I if, instead of choosing the Fritzsch solution, one uses the central values of -Xd, the parameter r s is even closer to one. The UAl datal* on B -I?
mixing is consistent with re -1. 12 (v) Our complete set of parameters also predicts that, for three light neutrinos:
We summarize: we have used the recent ARGUS data for Bz -Bi mixing in order to restrict the allowed domain of values for mt, sis and 6. We then I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  0  50  100  150 0  50  100  150  8 8.
-.. 
